
 

Home Learning Hub Activities: P4 Stage 
Here are a selection of some activities which reinforce Numeracy and Maths skills, Literacy and Topic.  With Numeracy and Maths children are encouraged to self-
differentiate to make activities less or more challenging. For example, children may choose to work with numbers less than 1,000. Children can be reminded to access 
the internet for reminders and visual support of strategies/concepts. 
 

Place Value 1 – To show numbers using 
concrete materials  

Use arrow cards or the cut- out place value blocks, as 
shown below to make different numbers up to 10,000 
or beyond. 

   
 Concrete materials to support this activity can be 
downloaded here: 
https://www.helpingwithmath.com/printables/tabl
es_charts/place-value/2nbt1-arrow-cards01.htm 
Or 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product
/Printable-Place-Value-Tools-751096 
 

Place Value 2 – to find numbers 1, 10, 100, 1000 more or less 
than a given number. 

Show me: -   

- A two-digit number 

- A three-digit number 

- A number between 10 and 99 

- A number between 240 and 250 

- A two-digit nuber that does not have any tens 

- A three-digit number that does not have any units  

- A three-digit number that does not have any tens 

- A four-digit number that does not contain any hundreds   

 

Start by making 532. Now make: 

- A number that is one more 

- A number that is one less  

- A number that is ten more 

- A number that is ten less 

- A number that is 50 more  

- A number that is 20 less 

- Repeat with lots of numbers – hard with 999 or 9,9999 

 

Start with the number 6. now show me: 

- A number that is ten times more 

- A number that is 100 times more. 

 

Start with the number 700. Now show me: 

- A number that is ten times less 

- A number that is 100 times less. 

 

 Now how many other questions can you make?  

Number of the Day 

Number of the day can be extended to 
numbers to 10,000 and beyond... 

 

Sumdog Maths 
Play countdown 

Please continue to work on Sumdog.  
Your teacher will have provided you with your login. 

 –Strategy Addition and Subtraction 
djustmentA 

Practise this strategy with different sums 

 
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVARn2rvnS4 
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Place Value 3 - To recognise Place Value of 
numbers with at least one decimal place. 

Maths antics does a really good job of explaining 
this: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG6ILNOiMgM 

Now practise: -    
https://www.iknowit.com/lessons/c-decimals-

tenths.html 

 

 

What you need to play: 
4 ‘large number’ cards with the numbers 25, 50, 75 
and 100 on them 

A set of cards with the digits 1-10 on them, with at 
least two cards for each number 

Aim: 
To get the target number only using each 
number once using +, -, x or ÷.  
How to play: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=
204&v=RZgkr5_Xn58&feature=emb_title 

 
Or play online: 
 https://nrich.maths.org/6499 
 

2D Shape 
   

Create tessellating patterns. 
 A tessellating pattern is where shapes that 
fit together are repeats to make a pattern. 
Have a look here:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GiKeeWSf4s 

 
You can take this further with post-its, paper 
and tape. Watch this video to learn how. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtG4Jn
bpomk 

 

Multiplication and Division – Bar Models   

  

Problems in Context 

Check out ‘The Daily Rigour’ : A free Daily Newspaper 
especially for kids and all about Numeracy!   

https://www.cdmasterworks.co.uk/the-daily-rigour/ 

 

 

 

Online learning 
I know it    
https://www.iknowit.com/third-grade.html 
Topmarks – search engine for activities  
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ 
NRich Maths - The NRICH Project is run by the 
University of Cambridge. Its aim is to enrich the 
mathematical experiences of all learners from age 5 
upwards. 
https://nrich.maths.org/primary 
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Writing: Persuasive  

This term we are focusing on writing a variety of 
persuasive texts.  

 

Some texts are written to persuade the reader to 
think or do something. The aim is to make the 
reader think or act in a particular way e.g. 
Advertisements - buy now! Health posters - look 
after yourself / make changes. 
We would like you to produce a leaflet/poster to 

encourage people to wash their hands.  
 
 

Here are the success 
criteria for a great 
persuasive poster/leaflet 
- An eye-catching layout 
- Short, snappy 
sentences/phrases 
- A catchy slogan 
- Attention grabbing 
pictures/photographs 

Writing: I see, I think, I wonder 

 

 
Write a paragraph for each of the sections above. 
Remember to ‘up-level’ your description by using a 

variety of adjectives.  

Writing: Spelling 

Spelling list 27: Pattern focus <y> for /i/ sound 
abyss, myth, lynx, lyrics, syrup, idyllic, pyramid, 
symbol, cymbal, system, Egypt, typical, syllable, 
sympathy, mystery, rhythm, acrylic, physical. 
 
Spelling List 28: Pattern focus <a> for /o/ 
sound 
swap, waft, swamp, wand, wallet, squad, 
swatch, squat, squalid, quality, wallaby, 
waddle, squabble, twaddle, quandary, 
wristwatch, quantity, qualification.  
 
Use your Spell Well Activity Sheet to complete 

your choice of spelling activities. 

 

Sumdog Literacy 
 

Start using Sumdog Literacy! 
 
 

 
 

Your teacher will have provided you with your 
login. 

Reading Activity – Fiction 
Choose a story of your choice and complete the 

activity below. 
 

Extension - think 
about changing 
one element of 
the story. What 
would the impact 
be of changing 
the setting or the 
ending of the 
story? 

 

Reading Activity – Non-Fiction 
 

Choose a new 
Non-fiction text of 

your choice.  
 



 

Spelling Stories 

 
Use at least 10 of your spelling words in a short 
creative story. The story can be silly, but it must 

make sense and must be more than a collection of 
unrelated sentences. Underline all spelling words 
used in the story. Be sure to spell them and use 

them correctly. 

 

Handwriting  

Choose a paragraph from the book you are reading 
and copy it into your jotter in your neatest cursive 

handwriting.  

 

Talking and Listening - Time to chat 

Discuss the following question with your family 
members.  

‘In what ways are children better than adults?’  

 

Alphabet Challenge 

Use Lego or another construction material. Choose 
a letter of the alphabet and make 5 objects that 

begin with that letter e.g.  
 
 

I choose the letter ‘E’. I 
could make an elephant, 

envelope, an egg, 
earrings and an equal 

sign. 
 
 

Reading aloud  

Find some time in your day to share a story with 
someone in your house.  

 

Talking and Listening  

Take it in turns to describe items from your 
house – can you guess what the other person 

is describing. You could talk about colour, 
shape, size, use etc. 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Topic – India 
 
 
 

We have prepared an activity grid for our 
new class topic – India. The activities are 
for a six week period.      
 

Topic – India - Geography 

Write facts in your jotter about each of the following 
topics. Remember to include labelled diagrams and 
sub-headings. 
General facts 
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/c
ountries/country-fact-file-india/ 
Draw a map of India 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKwc7AMhre8 
Mountain ranges  
https://mocomi.com/indian-mountain-ranges/ 
Indian Railways 
https://mocomi.com/learn/ 
Weather 
https://mocomi.com/monsoon-in-india/ 
The Indian Ocean 
https://mocomi.com/indian-ocean/ 

Topic – India- Culture 
Write facts in your jotter about each of the 

following topics. Remember to include 
labelled diagrams and sub-headings. 

 
Dance 
Learn some Punjabi Bhangra Dance Steps: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYX8e8l
55zs 
Food 
Learn about Indian Mangoes: 
https://mocomi.com/mangoes-of-india/ 
Learn about the different dishes in different 
regions of India: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Cxqdk
QI1i0 
Famous Buildings 
 The Taj Mahal 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1GSho
W1Ez4 

Topic STEM Challenge 
Build some of the items below:  

- A replica of the Taj Mahal. 
- An Indian elephant. 
- A house designed to survive the Monsoon   
season. 
- A Mendhi pattern. 

You may use Lego or any building material (straws, 
play dough, paper, cardboard…) 

Topic- India Health and Wellbeing  

 
Surya Namaskar (Yoga)  

https://mocomi.com/benefits-of-surya-namaskar/ 

Cosmic Yoga 

https://www.cosmickids.com/ 

Topic – India - Religion and Art 
- Collect information about Hindu Gods and Goddesses 

in a sketch book 
- Pencil sketch Hindu Gods in sketch book, adding  

tones and shading 
- Make a Clay sculpture of Hindu God and decorate  

(Please find a good recipe for home-made play 
Dough in the link below) 
https://theimaginationtree.com/best-ever-no-cook-
play-dough-recipe/ 

-  Design and build a shadow puppet theatre and 
puppets. 

Important Indian Leaders 
In your jotter retell the story of Mahatma 
Gandhi and Mother Theresa in your own 
words.    
 

Mahatma Gandhi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb5Z6
MRBQ3U 

Mother Teresa 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teQb8e
ubFzg 
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Health and Wellbeing  
Maintaining our own and other’s Health and 
Wellbeing in difficult times is important and can 
be fun too! 
Find a quiet time with a member of your family to 
discuss the following scenarios with them: 

• How do people feel when they have 
friendship/family problems? 

• What can hurt a relationship in difficult 
times? 

• How can we resolve these difficulties? 
• What can I do to support and help others? 

 

Emotional and Mental Wellbeing 
It is Spring and when you are outside for your one piece of 
exercise a day it is important to connect with nature around 
you. So, when you do get outdoors: 
 - Look for young animals or plants. 
- Can you identify what plants you saw  
- Watch animals to work out what they are busy doing? 
Nesting? Getting food for their young?  
- Can you identify different bird calls?  
- What did you see that made you feel happy?  
What could you see, smell, taste, touch and hear? 
Make a drawing of your favourite moment during your daily 
walk/run. 
- To prevent the spread of Coronavirus, the UK Government 
is asking the population to keep a safe distance with others 
during shopping times or walks in the park. Create a poster 
to promote social distance at any of these spaces whilst still 
showing the things we can enjoy!. 

Social Wellbeing 
It is important to recognise that everyone is 
unique. In some ways we are similar and in 
many ways we are different. It is important to 
value both. 
 
Discover something that each member of 
your household likes. Ask them to find 
something a little unusual – not football or 
favourite TV programme.  
Practise miming your’ likes’. Eventually ask 
others to perform their likes using miming 
and try to guess what the ‘like’ is.  
Here is a family game; change the subject to 
a book, hobby and so on. 
 

Physical Wellbeing 
Here are some different ways of being active and 
the positive effect this can have on health. 
Here there are some ideas for you: 

 
Change4Life and Disney Shake Up for quick, easy 
and fun 10-minute bursts of activity inspired by 
your favourite Disney characters. 
https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-
ups 
 
Yoga cosmic kids uses storytelling to make yoga 
fun and help keep kids strong and calm. 
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 
 
Clean-up race: Set a timer or put on a song to 
see who can tidy the room the fastest. 
 
Scavenger Hunt: A scavenger hunt is all about 
finding items from a list in certain rooms or areas 
of the outdoors. Write items to be found or 
collected on a list and challenge someone else. 

Physical Education 
Daily Mile Take a family member with you and run 
the Daily Mile. 
The Body Coach' Youtube Channel from live lessons to 
keep the you entertained, to full blown workouts even 
parents can enjoy. Joe has something to keep 
everyone moving. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0T
YlRfn6rYQ 
Balloon balls blow up a balloon and use it as a 
substitute for all ball activities. Can you header it back 
and forth? How many keepy uppies can you do? Use 
different body parts for the activity. 
Bollywood Dance Easy Steps Videos ask a family 
member to join you trying some Bollywood dancing 
with Dance Doo Daa. Don’t be shy!! 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=emkoMDZZMnw&t=60s 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYX8e8l55zs 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqSzgzsDeaU 
 

Search for Just Dance Bollywood on YouTube and 
show off your dancing skills. 

Food and Health 
Eating healthy balanced diet  
Help prepare a healthy balanced meal. You 
will have to choose foods from different food 
groups. Use the Eatwell Plate to help you.  

  
Remember that this has to be done in a safe 
way. 
Have a look at the cooking skills video which 
will help: - 
https://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk/7-11-
years/cooking/videos/ 
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